ABSTRACT

Since a few years environmental studies have included human societies in the ecosystem in order to understand the interaction between the ecological and social dynamics and therefore there is a need to synthesize various scientific points of view. We have developed a simulator to represent both social, economic and ecological knowledge to contribute to a synthesis of the multidisciplinary knowledge of the Niger inland delta fishery.

In this paper we present the simulator, and, in order to give a general outline of its use we present different experimentations. The architecture of the simulator is based on Distributed Artificial Intelligence principle (multi-agents simulations, blackboard architecture, object oriented language). We simulate an aquatic ecosystem submitted to an increase of the fishing effort and compare the effect of different representation of fishing effort. As a result of the simulations, focus can be put on the relation between space sharing rules and the evolution of the ecological equilibrium. The simulator is considered as a discussion tool to lead to interdisciplinary meetings.
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Nowadays, the economic and alimentary wellbeing of most societies is related to a sustainable use of their natural environment. With the environmental changes with increasing human needs, population growth and economic growth, this interaction is upset and therefore there is a greater need to understand the relation between the organization of societies and the dynamics of environment, especially renewable resources. During the last twenty years this subject has become an important field of the scientific research. Thus, emphasis has been laid...
on the comparison between community based traditional resource management and scientific resource management systems coming from the industrial countries.

Although the value of simulating complex phenomena in order to come to a better understanding of their nature is well recognized, it is still rare for simulation to be used to understand social processes and their link with natural environment. We have developed a simulator based on Distributed Artificial Intelligence principle to represent both social and ecological features and to simulate their interactive dynamics. This research is conducted to contribute to a synthesis of the multidisciplinary knowledge on the Niger inland delta fishery. We present the simulator and some simple experimentations in order to give a general outline of its use.

1. Modelling the Use of a Renewable Resource

1.1. Environmental Research: The Case of Niger Central Delta

The scientific management of natural environments exploited by man has been for a long time directed towards the resource. In the field of aquatic resources many models [9,17,4] have been developed to simulate the dynamics of fish populations. The aim of such models is to evaluate the influence of a mortality imposed by man and to determine the maximum sustainable yield in order to manage the exploitation. In these models man is considered as a disturbing element for the ecosystem.

Since a few years environmental studies have included man in the ecosystem. Thus, social sciences have been gradually involved in environmental research teams to study the economic and social processes in order to understand the action on the resource. Therefore, both economists, anthropologists and ecologists contribute to interdisciplinary studies on environment. Such is the case of the research team in the Niger Central Delta [18].

The Niger Central Delta is a flood plain situated in Mali covering approximately 40 000 square kilometers. The river whose water level varies considerably in the course of the year flows into a very flat zone. This hydrological situation creates a highly productive ecosystem. About 20 000 households of fishermen exploit that ecosystem producing a quantity of fish which has decreased from 100 000 tons to 50 000 tons since the last twenty years. The population used to share the resource under the control of a system of access rules. This zone has been affected by different disturbing elements such as population growth and drought. Moreover, technical and legal changes over the last years have changed the management system. Since 1986 a multidisciplinary ORSTOM (Institut Français de Recherche Scientifique pour la Coopération en Développement) and IER (Institut d'Economie Rurale, Mali) research team has been trying to identify the causes of the decline of catches and to understand their relations. This team includes demographers, anthropologists economists and ecologists. The synthesis of knowledge acquired by different disciplines is difficult because each researcher has his own point of view on the reality, studies different objects, at various levels (Fig. 1) and makes use of different concepts (biomes, price, migration flows, growth rate...)

1.2. Modelling Interdisciplinary Knowledge

Modelling is considered as a way to synthesize knowledge. Each discipline put forward its own model but the modelling of multidisciplinary knowledge must represent within the same framework various concepts and simulate the interaction between different dynamics. In the field of fishery science few models representing both human and ecological dynamics have been developed [1,12]. Therefore, there is a need to conceive and develop multidisciplinary models in the field of environmental studies. In the case of environmental studies a simulation model requires [15]:

- the dynamics of the natural environment,
- the processes of decision-making on cognition in general, which will include variables such as beliefs and attitudes.

Moreover we think that a simulator requires a structure to control the interaction of these processes and more precisely, the interaction of different scientific points of view on these processes. Different models are available: simulating an ecosystem implies making a choice among them. The simulator must underline this choice.

Rather than reproducing the reality, the aim of such modelling is to represent the available knowledge concerning this reality in order to help to make a synthesis of this knowledge. A simulator is considered as a discussion tool to lead to interdisciplinary meetings and to focus on interaction between society and resource.

Fig. 1. Model of an environmental scientific analysis.
1.3. A Method: Multi-agent Simulation

The modelling of knowledge suggested here is based on the development and use of the principle of Distributed Artificial Intelligence and more precisely the multi-agent simulation. Multi-agent simulations are primarily used to report complex situations in which individuals have different behaviours and to analyse the global situation as emergent structures of the interactions [8]. Simulation can be achieved by transposing the population of a real ecosystem to its artificial counterpart. Each individual organism of the population is separately represented as a computing process, an agent. Thus, an artificial reality, an artificial world is built by representing different interacting agents.

"DAI agents are programmable on a computer, and are typically able (albeit in a very limited ways) to sense and react to their context, to communicate with one another, to accept and set themselves goals, to generate, reason about and execute plans in pursuit of their goals, and to maintain and update individual belief sets." [5]

Thus, we built a multi-agent simulator dedicated to the man-resource interaction and more precisely to the fishery of the Niger Central Delta.

2. A Simulator

We worked out a simulator to represent different types of knowledge and to simulate both fish population dynamics and the decision making process of the fishermen in order to understand better the relation between the resource and its use.

The simulator is separated in three parts (Fig. 2):

- an artificial world represented by different agents (fish, biotope, fisherman),
- different types of knowledge, points of view on the artificial world. Each discipline has models represented by a set of rules (knowledge sources, KS),
- a blackboard architecture manages the simulation. When an event occurs in the artificial world, the control structure is informed, activates the knowledge source concerned whose rules are applied, thus transforming the artificial world. These changes may constitute an event for another knowledge source, and so on ...

The simulator is written in Smalltalk language on Sun station.

2.1. An Artificial World

The artificial world is mainly represented by three agents, the biotope, the group of fish and the fisherman. We describe briefly the agents and their main fields (Fig. 3).

The biotope is a part of space. The spatial heterogeneity can be represented by a set of connected biotopes. Each week the water level changes and different changes may constitute an event for another knowledge source, and so on ...

The group of fish is a part of a cohort (fishes born at the same place at the same moment) localized in a biotope. A group of fish is described by a weight distribution and various fields representing the strategy used to adapt to the environmental variability (size and number of eggs, migration process, diet). The group of fish may react to various stimuli.

The fisherman is represented by a lot of describing fields such as ethnic group, origin ... Otherwise, we defined:

- the equipment field includes a collection of objects corresponding to the different type of fishing gear the fisherman owns,
- the belief field is a data base where the fisherman records its past fishing results. Each result is indexed by both the biotope, the equipment and the season. This data base represents part of the fisherman’s environmental perception.
- the activity field is a collection of all activities likely to be carried out. An activity is represented by a couple biotope-equipment, also called “technotope”. Each activity is represented by the cost, the yield, the duration and a qualitative field in which a qualitative opinion on the activity (+, − , impossible, compulsory) can be recorded. These objects are the fisherman’s environmental perception.
- the connexion field is a collection of other fishermen with whom interactions are possible (sharing of information, mimetic or repulsive attitude).

Thus, the capacities of the fisherman are more complex. His cognitive abilities are more important than the group of fish which is more reactive. He has an internal
can accumulate experience to improve his perception.

These three agents, among some others like the market, constitute the artificial world, a transposition of the ecosystem. The functioning and dynamics of this ecosystem is observed and described by scientists. We report this knowledge inside a set of rules named knowledge sources.

2.2. Knowledge About the Artificial World

The knowledge sources can be separated into four groups, called tasks: the first task concerns the hydro-ecological simulation and the following tasks are devoted to the decision making process.

The knowledge sources of the first task contain the ecological knowledge. During this stage, each biotope calculates a ratio Q (available food/demanding biomass), then according to the biologists' knowledge, each group of fish grows, may migrate, is submitted to a mortality and may reproduce. These processes are called density-dependent, here they depend on the ratio Q.

For the purpose of representing decision making process, we remain close to a classical decision making modelling, divided into four phases: building up-perception-selection-action.

During the building up stage the fishermen of the artificial world record all the activities likely to be carried out in the environmental conditions.

The perception task consists in getting information on each of the potential activities. Different knowledge sources interpret the natural and social environment and give information to the fisherman either in a quantitative transcription (cost or yield) or in a qualitative transcription (+, -, impossible, compulsory). For instance, in a top-down modelling an anthropological rule can be translated as:

\[
\text{If the fisherman belongs to the X ethnic group, then every activity in the biotope Y is impossible.}
\]

In a bottom-up modelling a rule can be translated as:

\[
\text{If you are a mimetic fisherman and your neighbours adopt the activity X, then adopt the activity X.}
\]

The selection stage consists in making a choice among the various possibilities offered. For this purpose different models are available. Some of them impose the decision, there is no choice, for others it comes to comparing the potential activities among them (selection of the most profitable activity, of the activity which got the most favourable opinions, the least unfavourable opinions, etc . . .).

During the action stage, after determining its activity, the fisherman selects the corresponding equipment, goes to a biotope. There, his catch depends on the present amount of fish. The corresponding quantity is extracted from the different groups of fish and the fisherman records the result in its belief field, indexed by the biotope, the equipment and the season.

Therefore, the simulation enables to test different decision making models for fishermen.
3. Simulating a Fishery

In order to give a general outline of the use of the simulator we propose different experimentations.

3.1. Actors and Knowledge

We worked out an artificial ecosystem composed of two biotopes, representing the river and the flood plain. The two biotopes have the same mean but the amplitude of the cycle is different: at the flood period the plain is a very rich biotope but at the dry season only small poor ponds remain. The step of the simulation is the week.

3.1.1. The Resource

The flood plain systems may contain more than one hundred species of fishes. Knowledge on the biological processes for each species is not available, but the biologists put forward a classification depending on the strategies adopted to face the environmental variability. These strategies concern mainly the season of the reproduction, the amount of eggs produced and the migration process.

We represented three species of fish: the first one (A) is composed of small fishes, reproduces at the beginning of the flood period, produces a large number of eggs and migrates with the flood. The second one (B) is larger, reproduces when the ecological conditions are favourable (food satisfaction), produces a smaller number of eggs and migrates when the conditions are unfavourable. The third species (C) is a predator which reproduces at the beginning of the flood period and migrates when the conditions are unfavourable. According to the biologists we suppose that the three species may represent an artificial system whose ecological properties are similar to the flood plain systems. We simulate this system to reach an dynamic equilibrium between the three species. About one thousand groups of fish are represented.

3.1.2. The Fishermen

The fisherman can buy and use four different fishing gears. Each of them leads to a different catch depending on the fish density in the biotope. After some catches the gear must be changed. The fisherman has an initial amount of money, buys equipment and sell his production. Prices of equipment and fish are fixed. The fisherman can choose among eight activities (two biotopes * four types of equipment). For each simulation step (a week) a pool of six fishing trips are recorded.

3.2. The Simulations

Once the ecological stability is obtained, the experimentation consists in simulating an increasing fishing effort on this artificial ecosystem. The aim is to represent both the demographic growth and the effect of the drought which reduced the size of the ecosystem. These processes lead to an increase of the fishing effort. This stress and the ecosystem response are called "fishing-up process" by the ecologists [19]. We consider three different experimentations to simulate it.

3.2.1. The Society as a Simple Fishing Pressure

The first experimentation imposes a fishing effort and so, given a capturability, a mortality vector (a probability to die) increasing from year to year. There is no fisherman agents, the only task is the ecological one. Each week we record for each species and each biotope the biomass, the abundance and the production (biomass produced). Moreover we record the captures separated into two groups: small fishes (8 – 16 cm) and large fishes (more than 16 cm). Smaller fishes (less than 8 cm) are not submitted to the exogenous mortality.

Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the ecosystem response. After having an increase the captures remain stable (Fig. 4(a)) during a long time although the fishing pressure increases: the exogenous mortality is balanced by the ecological production. During this first stage, the B and C species disappear (Fig. 4(b)) and the fish size decreases (Fig. 4(c)). Even though the fishing production is stable, the ecological structure evolves. At the end, the fishing mortality becomes so important that the fishery falls down.

This response, this pattern is validated by the ecological knowledge on flood plain fisheries [19]. The simulator enables us to observe the structure of the artificial ecosystem along the fishing-up process and to build indicators which can be used on the observed ecosystem.

3.2.2. The Society as a Group of Actors

Will the evolution of the capture be the same if the fishermen are able to adapt to their environment? In the next experimentations the fisherman is considered as an actor of the system. In order to simulate the fishing-up process the simulation begins with one fisherman and each year three fishermen are added. All tasks are considered in these simulations (ecological, building-up, perception, selection and action).

We have chosen to test two different models of decision making: a model with economic rules and a model with both economic and social rules.

3.2.2.1. Actors with Economic Decision

The perception rules only apply to calculating the cost of an activity (price of the equipment) and its yield (expected fishing result * price of the fish). The selection stage consists of selecting the most profitable activity. During the action stage the fisherman extracts fishes from the biotope depending on the equipment and the density of fishes and his catch results are stored in the belief field. By this way he improves his environmental perception.
The results are shown in Figs. 5(a), (b), (c) and (d): after an increase catches remain stable but the fishery never falls down (Fig. 5(a)). When the individual catches diminish the fisherman activity decreases. Some fishermen disappear and an equilibrium is reached: about 37 fishermen can exploit this resource (Fig. 5(b)). As a biological result we observe that during this stage, unlike the previous experiment, the abundance of the A species diminish (Fig. 5(c)). The A species which reproduces at the flood period is very abundant during the decreasing and low water period. When the equilibrium is reached we observe that the fishermen’s activity is concentrated at the decreasing period and at the end of the low period (Fig. 5(d)). Thus, the A species is more affected than the B species.
3.2.2.2. Actors With Both Economic and Social Decision

The traditional society is structured and the use of the resource is regulated by a community-based knowledge which controls the access to the space [7,11]. The space is shared between different groups, ethnic groups, family, etc. This top-down control, from the group to the individual, partly imposes the activity of the fishermen.

To give an example we simulate the following society: the population is divided into two groups, one of this group has no access to the plain biotope, the other one has no access to the river biotope at the low period. The structure of the simulator is the same but we reproduce these rules in a knowledge source of the perception stage. When a fisherman is generated his ethnic group is randomly (50% – 50%) chosen.

We observe that the catch results (Fig. 6(a)) are not affected by this social structure. Although the size of the group increases up to 45 fishermen (Fig. 6(b)), the size of the society reaches the same attractor (about 37 fishermen). The main difference lies in the fish population dynamics: after a decline the abundance of the A species grows and it recovers its initial level (Fig. 6(c)).

3.3. Interpretation of the Results

The artificial universe described is very far from the ecosystem of the Niger Central Delta: we represent only three species of fishes and a very schematic community-based system. The purpose of this modelling is not to validate very precisely our results. As a result of our experiment, focusing on the man-resources interactions we can propose a discussion on the following remarks:

- the rules of space sharing do not change the quantitative equilibrium between the society and the resource,
- these rules may change the ecological equilibrium between the different species favourising some fish adaptative strategies,
- there is an important variability of the fish population dynamics while the dynamics of the fishermen society seems more stable.

This debate interests economists, anthropologists, ecologists and decision makers and may help to an interdisciplinary synthesis of the knowledge. Considering the evolution of the artificial universe, this discussion can be supported by the observation on the real ecosystem of various indicators such as the evolution of the biomass captured, and the evolution of the composition and the size of the captures, and the evolution of the spatio-temporal activity.

Otherwise, this simulation can be rejected by members of the team who underline some important points which have not been taken into account. This is an information for the rest of the team and may be the subject of a new experimentation. It allows us to focus on some parts of the knowledge which change the understanding of the global ecosystem. The modelling tools chosen and developed allow quick changes to test different hypothesis.

4. Conclusion

The multidisciplinary team of the Niger Central Delta has achieved the stage of knowledge acquisition. Nowadays its task is to conduct a synthesis of this heterogeneous knowledge. After disciplinary surveys and interviews of the last years one important purpose of the synthesis is to define some indicators of the interactions between the society and the resource in order to propose an interdisciplinary observation of the ecosystem.

We have developed a multi-agent simulator which includes both fish population dynamics and decision making process for a better understanding of the interactions.
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Fig. 6. Fishing up process with socio-economic decision-making process. (a) Evolution of the captures. (b) Evolution of the number of active fishermen and the sum of fishing trips. (c) Evolution of the abundance of the three species.

between the fishermen and the resource. Rather than proposing a global model of the whole environmental knowledge which should predict the evolution of the ecosystem, this tool is used to test different hypotheses, to propose subjects of interdisciplinary discussions. We build artificial worlds on which we can define indicators of the social and ecological interactions and then observe these indicators on the real ecosystem.
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